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Abstract
This publication presents a novel CAD-integrated avenue for structural analyses
of modular constructions, by applying the isogeometric analysis. The approach
relies on trimming of segments from an original geometry and allows accord-
ingly to introduce kinematics at the interfaces and to assess the connections of
the parametrically defined modules. The proposed research is presented along
some exemplary structures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Modular building, referring to off-site prefabricated construction modules, has arisen as a significant field within civil
engineering as it comes along with superiority. Among others, some advantages are: faster on-site construction with an
improved scheduling, better quality, reduced amount of recourses and waste,1-3 and thusly mostly more economical.4 On
the other end, modular construction is mostly tied to the availability of segments and the limitations of inter-module con-
nections. An accurate structural analysis is therefore required to gain an understanding of the possibilities with respective
modules.

For modular construction mostly two design avenues are applied: bottom-up and top-down.5,6 While bottom-up is
using available segments to build up an entire structure or building, top-down is mostly referring to the split of the struc-
ture in smaller modules. Those may be repetitive or unique.7,8 The latter avenue typically allows more variety in shapes,
however, needs more involved production, which often demands methods such as 3D printing.9-11

The structural assessments of prefabrication structures shall cover the overall strength. From this point the estimation
of contact forces between segments may be processed. Additionally, the simulation of possible construction stages to avoid
failure and minimize necessities of casts is an important criteria within the design process. Even though, bottom-up or
top-down would interfere with the feasible solutions, the structural analyses processes may be similar.

Simultaneously to the advents of prefabrication in construction, the usage of building information modeling (BIM)
has emerged significantly.12,13 BIM appears to be tailored for modular construction as most of the apparent tools can deal
efficiently with repeating objects or segments, which enables a fast, but sophisticated design and planning of modular
buildings. The definition and specific extensions of BIM yet varies broadly, however, generically it stands for the unifi-
cation of processes with the aid of digital tools. Within this scope BIM shall cover the design towards the geometrical
expression, which results in models known from computer-aided design (CAD).
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Within the design, involving standard procedures or BIM, parametric design has grown into a powerful methodology
as it allows a repetitive but parameter-dependent design. In architecture, those parameters can mostly be the dimensions
of various extensions but frequently it is also applied to the number of repetitive objects within a large framework. In
modular building design, apart from the overall dimensions, the introduced parameters may represent the chosen patterns
coming from available segments or different constraints, such as limitations of transport. A famous parametric design
tool is Grasshopper,14 a plugin known from Reference 15. The result of the application of the graphical parameter-based
programming within Grasshopper is primarily a CAD model. This model shall constitute the basis for the structural
analyses.

The isogeometric analysis (IGA),16 is a finite element method that makes direct use of the CAD provided shape
descriptions. Thus, it shapes perfectly within the application in the parametric CAD design environment. The plugin
Cocodrilo17,18 has been developed to specifically enable the simulation of IGA within Grasshopper.

To emerge facilities for a structural assessment of modular construction a novel digital methodology, which covers the
possibilities of parametric design along the usage of IGA is presented within this publication. This enables to introduce
kinematics between the continuously described modules. Furthermore, the parametric environment allows the advanced
coupling of various approaches.

2 PARAMETRIC CAD-INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF MODULAR
STRUCTURES

Within this section shall be proposed a novel avenue which enables a segmented analysis of structures, which are directly
derived from the CAD-provided geometry description.

2.1 B-Rep CAD model

Boundary representation (B-Rep) is probably the most famous approach in expressing geometrical shapes within CAD.
It described the objects by its spatial delineations, called boundaries. This means solids are described by their outlining
surfaces. Those have each wise a shape which itself is bounded by a finite set of curves. Curves do have a form and
starting and end points. This approach allows to efficiently describe complex geometries. However, up-to-date it limits
the analysis to 2D-based structures, such as shells19-21 or membranes.22 Therefore, in this scope only shell structures shall
be considered for the simulation.

2.2 Isogeometric analysis (IGA)

IGA has been introduced in 2005 by Hughes et al.16 with the goal to bridge the gap between CAD and numerical simulation
by applying non uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) within the finite element description. Since then the method has
experienced a massive development. Initially, the numerical approach was relying on the natural shape descriptions of
NURBS. Hence, Breitenberger et al.23 has enhanced the method by the application of trimmed multipatches to cope with
a larger spectrum of CAD models (see Section 2.1). Within Reference 24 are introduced required interfaces from CAD to
various numerical solvers.

2.3 Structural segmentation within IGA

Consequently, the geometrical description shall be obtained from CAD, as described within Figure 1. From this descrip-
tion is trimmed a set of modules with either a structured or an unstructured pattern. The trimming curves (Cmodule) need
to be mapped onto the surface description*. Those obtained trimmed surfaces are considering duplicated control points
(exemplary presented in blue within Figure 1) from the original shape to avoid an influencing geometry description. Thus,
the resulting domains are independent and the control point deflections, which are generally non-local would not affect
the neighboring segments.
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F I G U R E 1 Exemplary segment selection with corresponding interfaces.

Those independent surfaces are being coupled at their intersecting edge. This requires the introduction of weak for-
mulations such as the penalty-approach.23-25 Alternatives would be the Lagrange multiplier method,24,26 the Nitsche
method26 or Mortar methods.27,28 Within this research, the focus is kept on the penalty approach even though it is depen-
dent upon a user chosen penalty factor and introduces a model error in the solution. Within the coupling, the physical
properties of the segment interfaces should be considered. Accordingly, either displacements are coupled, or eventually
moments if it is considered as a clamped connection. Also a direction dependent support may be possible, like a support
which is only active within compressive direction.29 Furthermore, a damage formulation such as cracking at the interface
would be imaginable for future application.

The described duplication of domains ensures that additional kinematics may be introduced within the structure.
Thusly, eventual kinematic and therefore failing systems introduced through non-beneficial coupling interfaces may be
detected by the simulation.

2.4 Modular parametric design path

The proposed modular design process shall be structured as following:

(i) Design is CAD specific. The employed parameters may be geometrical extensions, however, no structural properties.
a. Pre-structural analysis may be performed. This is advantageous to check the overall performance of the chosen

structural shapes. Simulations on the entire system are generally computationally cheaper and may have less
complexity, which allows a better validation of the solution.

b. Shape optimization may be performed on the structure to gain a better structural performance. This could be
done at any stage with varying outcomes.

(ii) Consequently, the selection of the patterning is performed. This is selected upon availability of design criteria.
a. Structured patterns do generally imply the bottom-up procedure, as here, the pattern may be selected upon avail-

able modules. This does not imply if the chosen geometry is irregular, which would be the case for most form
found shapes.

b. Unstructured or free form patterns are habitually a sign for top-down design approaches. Here, kinematic criteria
or fabrication limits may be taken into consideration.

(iii) The merge between geometrical shapes and selected pattern, applied with the operations from Section 2.3. This shall
be the stage for further structural assessments. It shall be noted that if the original design is not regular or distorted,
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F I G U R E 2 Modular construction design path.

as in the case of the shape optimized structure, then even regular modules would result in modules with special
shape. This would be contradictory to the bottom-up procedure.
a. Simulation on the modules.
b. Separate assembly of a certain amount of modules. The importance of this simulation is to estimate the load

carrying behavior and the maximum expected stresses and moments.

Within Figure 3 is displayed an eventual setup of the described design path within Grasshopper and Cocodrilo.17,18 It
shows the respective blocks and numbering from Figure 2 and their relation within the analyses.

3 EXAMPLES

In this section shall be presented two examples. One is examining the numerical features of the additional kinemat-
ics which are enhanced between the patches (see Section 3.1). The second example is showing the matureness of this
CAD-integrated approach within a staged analysis (see Section 3.2). Therefore, this problem contains one initial form
finding and then a modularized structural analysis.

3.1 Bending beam

Within the primal example a simply supported bending beam under constant load shall be examined. Once within a
continuous domain and second in a patterned setup. The problem description can be found within Figure 4. If a structured
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F I G U R E 3 Grasshopper framework for the simulation of various stages in the design process.

F I G U R E 4 Bending beam problem.

patterning would be applied, the system would not be solvable, as it would be under-constraint and would contain an
open kinematic system. Therefore, the example is studied with hexagonal modules.

The maximal deflection at the middle of the beam is being defined as:

𝛿max =
5 ⋅ f ⋅ l4

384 ⋅ E I
=

5 ⋅ 10 kN m
m

⋅ (20 m)4

384 ⋅ 30 × 106 kN
m2

10 m⋅(1 m)3
12

= 8.333 × 10−4 m . (1)

The continuous analysis contains the same deflection as the expected result, while the analysis with the patterned problem
is containing significant larger deflections. The maximum displacement in the modularized system with pattern a is
2.1235 × 10−3 m. This is more than twice as the deflections from the original system. That proves that the additional
kinematics between the modules do have an impact on the results. Within Figure 4 are displayed the deflections with
a scaling of 2 × 103. In Figure 5 are presented the result plots of the respective displacements within the beam. Two
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F I G U R E 5 Deflections of bending beam problem. (A) Continuous; (B) pattern a; (C) pattern b

F I G U R E 6 Stresses within the bending beam problem. (A) Continuous; (B) patterned; (C) patterned zoom

aspects are important to be observed for this problem. Once the deflections are significantly higher. Second, the problem
is not purely 1D as it gains an additional dimension in the deflections throughout the width with the highest deforma-
tions being in the center of the beam. Considering pattern b with 113 modules, an even larger deflection of the entire
problem can be observed (see Figure 5C). The maximal deflections in this structure are 5.1259 × 10−3 m, being more
than 2 times the deflections from pattern a. This is the outcome of the many additional discontinuities in G1 within the
system.

Additionally, the internal stresses shall be examined. In the continuous system, those are obviously considerably con-
stant throughout the structure. However, within the patterned beam, those are generally larger, specifically in the center of
the beam. Furthermore, within Figure 6C is presented a zoomed section from the middle of the beam. One can see that the
stresses at the corners of each module become significantly higher than in the remaining domains. This is expected as the
additionally allowed kinematics at the edges would result in over-constraints and therefore interact with the connected
modules. That clearly denotes that such patterned analysis is essential to correctly design module structures. Specifically,
while considering non-linearities in materials, as apparent with concrete, those high stresses may result in damage of the
modules.

The exact quantities shall not be studied within this scope. This example has been presented to show the capabilities
of the proposed numerical approach for modular design.
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3.2 Staged analysis

This example is primarily referring to the advantages of the staged analysis with the proposed design process. Thereby,
initially, structural optimization is being processed. This could be a more advanced problem, however, to indicate the
approach a plane geometry is applied (see Figure 7A). Here, all corners are used as supports and a constant load is applied
on the body. The outcome of this form-finding step is presented within Figure 7B. This shape shall consequently be
considered the basis for a modularization. As the shape of the shell structure is curved, eventual patterning can be applied
in a structured and aligned manner. Therefore, only a regular grid is used within this example (see Figure 7C). Also,
diverse patterns would be applicable.

This modularized system is consequently used with a continuous surface load. All edges are employed as supports.
The outcomes of this simulation are presented within Figure 7D–F. The displacements from Figure 7D indicate that

F I G U R E 7 Stresses within the bending beam problem. (A) Initial shape; (B) form found shape; (C) module system; (D) displacements
with scaling of 2 × 103; (E) Von Mises stresses; (F) moments
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F I G U R E 8 Grasshopper script of the staged analysis by using Cocodrilo.17,18

the system is sort of separated into two subsystems. The outer ring of modules and the inner part. While the inner
part moves almost rigidly, the outer ring deflects and bends significantly. This mode of deflection is only possible due
to the introduced kinematics at the interfaces between the employed modules. Second, the stresses within the struc-
ture shall be examined (see Figure 7E). It can be noted that at the interfaces between the outer ring and the middle
structure the stresses increase. The severest stresses are at the edges of the problem between the first and the second
module, respectively at each corner. This is something that would be unexpected within a continuous system. There-
fore, it indicates clearly that a modularized analysis is inevitable to estimate contact forces to ensure connectors would
resist the apparent loads. Ultimately, the internal moments shall be investigated. Primarily, it shows moments vary largely
between the modules. Furthermore, due to the moment jumps it can be indicated that the moments are not trans-
ferred at the module interfaces. This is happening due to the additional kinematics. It shows that within most of the
panels little moments are expected. However, for the corner modules, the moments are significantly higher. This infor-
mation can be exploited to inform the construction of the respective modules and maybe apply thicker cross-sections
at the corner patches to resist bending. The inner segments could be constructed with less material to contain a more
sustainable design.

The correspondingly employed Grasshopper script is presented within Figure 8. It illustrates the three main stages:
form finding/optimization, modularization, and structural analysis. All three stages are interconnected. Therefore, depen-
dencies are used to update eventual shapes if previous steps would be exchanged or updated. Hereby, various objectives
in the optimization or numerous patterns may be exchanged easily. Respective analyses would reconstruct themselves
consistently.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Within this publication has been proposed a generic numerical avenue for structural assessments for segmented struc-
tures. The algorithm can generically cope with either bottom-up or top-down procedures. As it is relying on IGA, the
procedure are fully CAD integrated and thusly predesignated for the application within BIM. Another advantage in the
usage of IGA is its direct applicability within parametric design environments, such as Grasshopper. The proposed proce-
dures may allow users a fast and generic design, whereby eventual changes and updates would update themselves within
the proceeding steps.

Within Section 3 are presented some use cases of the proposed approach. One example (see Section 3.1)
focuses on the comparison between original continuous systems and modular structures. It shows that the dis-
continuity can be applied successfully, while denoting dissimilarities in the results. The second showcase (see
Section 3.2) presents the possibilities within the parametric CAD-integrated process. Thereby, a form finding is com-
bined with a patterning of the structure and subsequent analysis. All instances may be exchanged to study various
options.
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As an outlook shall be proposed to investigate methodologies to optimize the location of the separations between
modules (as e.g., References 30-32), such that contact forces may be minimized and building procedures facilitated. One
possible avenue therefore may be the usage of agent-based modeling.33 Furthermore, the presented investigations have
been delimited to thin-walled structures, however, this may not be appropriate for many types of modules. Immediate
future research shall cover the application of solid approaches for modularized structures within the CAD-integrated
framework (see e.g., Reference 34 for a solid analysis within CAD).
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